We discuss the relationship between the regularity properties of a continuous 27r-periodic function / and the behavior of the remainder of the trapezoidal rule on [0, 2n] applied to /.
Introduction
It is well known that certain classes of periodic functions can be characterized in terms of the degree of best approximation by trigonometric polynomials. To illustrate this, we quote the following results. E" {g) = 0(n ), k an integer > 0, is a necessary and sufficient condition that the continuous In-periodic function g is k times differentiable and the kth derivative belongs to the Zygmund class Z.
In this paper we wish to investigate whether classes of periodic functions can be similarily characterized in terms of the speed of convergence of a quadrature procedure. We treat this question for the trapezoidal rule (i, f™<rT±s&yw. v = \ where / belongs to C2jt(R), the space of continuous 2 n-periodic functions /: R -> C. Our choice is motivated by the fact that for periodic functions this rule is optimal in certain ways. For example it is the "best" quadrature formula of the form I"f{x)dx = ¿2wvf{xv) + pn [f] for the Sobolev space WLi of 27r-periodic functions (see Definition 2 below) where the weights wv and the nodes 0 < x, < ■ • • < xn < In are arbitrary (see
We start with certain observations that will shed some light on the problem under consideration and will also motivate the formulation of the desired characterizations.
Let EFk be the space of all trigonometric polynomials of degree at most k . Using the well-known fact that YllZo oe" -0 for an «th root of unity to / 1, we obtain (2) R"[f] = 0 for all n>* and all f e .9^. However, (2) does not characterize ETk since (2) also clearly holds for any function f e C2n{R) which is odd on [0, 2n]; i.e., f(x) = -f{2n -x). It may even hold if f is not of the form t + <p where t e <5£ and (p is odd on [0, 2n]. In fact, the function considered by C. H. Ching (see [1, 9] ) wherein ju is the Möbius function, has the remarkable property that R"[g] = 0 for all n e N although g + c is not odd on [0, In] for any constant c. This shows that the property (2) does not contain "much" information about the function /. Broadly speaking, the remainder is small if the function either has strong regularity properties or else possesses certain symmetries. We note that the regularity properties of a function / are inherited by its translates fh:X^f(x + h), AeR, but the same is not true for the symmetries. Since we are interested in regularity properties, it seems natural to us to involve translates of / into our consideration. We shall in fact prove the following: for all positive integers m and n .
Auxiliary results
We start by recalling the following classical result of L. Fejér. Here and in the rest of the paper, the prime indicates that the term corresponding to the value 0 of the index is omitted in the summation. Since J0"e' dx is equal to 2n or 0 depending on whether p. is equal to zero or not, and j¡ Y11=\ e' * " is equal to 1 or 0 depending on whether p. is a multiple of n or not, we obtain (4). □
The next lemma contains a characterization of the class B2n d which represents an important step toward the proof of Theorem 2. On the other hand, for 1/2 < a < 1 we get
The estimates (6) and (7) 
